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The information contained on all pages of this document is to be used for flight simulation purposes only
on the VATSIM network. It is not intended nor should it be used for real world navigation. This
document is not affiliated with the FAA, the actual Seattle Center or any governing aviation body. All
content contained herein is approved only for use on the VATSIM network. Questions/concerns
regarding this document should be forwarded to ZSE Management: management@zseartcc.org

Welcome Aboard!
On behalf of the entire Seattle ARTCC staff team, we would like to welcome you to one of
VATUSA’s finest ARTCC’s. Whether you are a new controller just beginning your VATSIM
career, a transferring member, or a returning member, we are glad to have you on board.
As a Seattle Controller, you will be among some of VATSIM’s finest members. We range from
young to old, new to pros, and occasional hobbyists to full time enthusiasts. No matter where
you fall into place, you are now part of a growing team of people looking to brighten the world of
online aviation for others, and set in place a precedent that will improve our hobby for years to
come. No matter who you are, where you come from, or what you plan to make out of this
hobby, we welcome you as part of the ZSE family.
But with that, comes a responsibility we all must carry. Seattle isn’t one of the best by chance,
it’s because we operate as a team, we build each other up, and we work together for the benefit
of fellow controllers, and the pilots that we serve. Each member of Seattle plays a role in helping
that team function. Some of us are just members who serve the pilots, encourage others to do
the same, and bounce ideas and experience off each other to better improve our overall service
to VATSIM members. Some of us are staff members, who play a role in making sure Seattle
runs smoothly on a day to day basis. But, regardless of your role or experience, you are of the
same importance as any other member. We all play our part in making Seattle the best, and we
expect you to do the same.
But don’t let that stop you! It’s fun, after all, so why not enjoy the world of online controlling
simulation? If you’re a new OBS controller, you’ll quickly learn what keeps us coming back for
more, and before too long, you’ll be itching to push some tin yourself.
If you think you have what it takes to be a part of the Seattle team, then we’re excited to get
started with you! Before too long you’ll be sharing in the enjoyment of a hobby with other like
minded people, and you’ll be amazed at the friendships and bonds that you will form.
Ready to get started? Then keep reading! This guide serves as sort of a quick-start tutorial. It
won’t train you to be a controller, but it will teach you everything you need to know to get started
with us. We recommend you keep a copy of this guide saved in an accessible location, as you
will likely be referring back to it often in your first few months.
Let’s get started.
-The Seattle ARTCC Staff Team
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1. Basic Controller Expectations
1.1 - Basic Expectations/Document Center
As a Seattle Controller, you will be held to a high standard of professionalism, friendliness and
overall good behavior. A team is only as good as the sum of its parts...that is, a team is only as
good as the members that make it. Therefore, we strive to make all members, good members.
Overall, every member is expected to operate as part of a team rather than an individual,
working together for the benefit of the team and the pilots that it serves. On most days, that will
be easy, but on some days it will be hard, and that's where the test of a true Seattle controller
comes in. Anyone can do the right thing when it’s easy, but not everyone has the courage to do
the right thing when it’s hard. Here at Seattle though, we think it’s a no brainer.
Here’s the basic rule: If the action/words/response does not benefit the team, don’t do it!
It’s as simple as that. If you have to think about if something is right, odds are it probably isn’t.
But, it never hurts to ask either, and that’s what we’re here for. But, in general, if it doesn’t feel
right or doesn’t feel beneficial to the team, then it probably isn’t.
Nonetheless, as with any organization, there are certain rules that must be put in place. We
outline all of our policies and procedures in our document center, which we encourage you to
take a moment and read through before going any further in this guide. You can find the
document center here.
Let’s break down the contents of the document center:
General: The General section of the document center contains the most superior governing
documents we have, along with anything that doesn’t fall under the other categories. As a new
member, the only important document to you is the Code of Conduct. The Seattle ARTCC
operates under the same Code of Conduct as the VATSIM network, so if it wouldn’t be
acceptable for you to do on VATSIM, then it’s not acceptable at Seattle. Period.
APS: The APS section contains all of our policies that govern the ARTCC in terms of controller
conduct and rules not directly pertaining to ATC operations. As a new controller, you are
expected to become familiar with all 10 of these documents (APS_001-APS_010). Even if a
policy does not apply to you, we still expect you to be familiar with it.
SOP: The SOP section contains all of our Standard Operating Procedures. These are the
procedures that apply to day to day ATC activities on the network. You will learn about these in
depth as a student, but you should still take some time to review them all and become familiar
with their contents. If you have already taken the Seattle SOP exam on VATUSA, you will know
a lot of this already, but it’s still a good idea to go over all of them and understand what they are
trying to say.
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LOA: An LOA can mean one of two things. The first thing is a Leave of Absence, which we’ll go
over later on in this section. But as it pertains to the document center, an LOA is a Letter of
Agreement. A Letter of Agreement is a document published by two neighboring ARTCC’s
outlining specific procedures that will be followed when transferring aircraft from one ARTCC to
another. As a new controller, a lot of the information in those documents won’t make much
sense, and you’ll learn about LOA’s in depth during your C1 training. But until then, it would be
wise to check back in with them regularly and apply what you have learned to understand what
they are saying.
Training Documents: These are what you really need to be familiar with, especially as you go
through our training syllabus. The training documents contain a lot, but not all, of the material
that you need to learn during training that specifically pertains to Seattle. They don’t really focus
on basic controlling skills so much as they focus on Seattle specific procedures, so if something
doesn’t make sense at first, don’t worry about it, just ask your Instructor or Mentor during a
session and they’ll make sure you understand it.
1.2 - Controller Activity
As a Seattle ARTCC member, you fall under an activity requirement just like at any other
ARTCC. However, it’s important to note that Seattle’s activity requirement operates a little
different than what you would see at most other ARTCC’s.
The basic rule, as outlined in APS_001, is that all Seattle controllers are expected to maintain a
minimum of 3hrs accumulated online time per rolling 30 day period. Unlike other ARTCC’s, this
is not a month-by-month requirement. You’re hours will expire exactly 30 days after you log
them, regardless of when that is, rather than at the beginning of each calendar month. As a
result, the total hours you see today may not be the same tomorrow, so you should check back
regularly to ensure you remain in compliance with the activity policy.
All members fall into one of 3 activity status’, let’s talk about those.
Active Controllers: Active controllers are controllers who are actively controlling, are members
on the roster in good standing, and who have a total time of 3hrs or more within the past 30
days.
Inactive Controllers: Inactive controllers are controllers who have been removed from the
roster, either due to inactivity on their hours, or who have been removed for other reasons.
Depending on the reason for the removal, inactive controllers are generally eligible for
reinstatement on request; however, this is decided by management.
LOA Controllers: LOA Controllers, or controllers on an active Leave of Absence, are active
members who, for whatever reason, determined that they would be unable to control for a time,
but would be able to return within 30 days. An LOA basically exempts a member from the
activity policy temporarily while they tend to things in the real world until they can return. LOA’s
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are governed by the policies outlined in APS_001(c), and may be requested up to 3 times a
year for up to 30 days at a time, so long as a valid reason is given for the request. Of course, a
controller on an LOA may return early if he/she so desires, by simply logging onto the network
with an active ZSE controlling callsign.
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2. Communication
The Seattle ARTCC utilizes many forms of communication for ARTCC related business:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Email (Primary)
TeamSpeak 3 (ATC coordination, meetings, training)
Web-Based Forms (Visiting controller applications, LOA requests, training requests, etc)
Text messages (Optional, see section 2.4 for info)
Document Center (SOP’s, policies - see section 1.1)
Website based news/NOTAM’s/forums

2.1 - Who to Contact
Depending on the situation or request, users should communicate directly to specific staff
personnel for various reasons. Of course, not all situations can be outlined in this guide as
sometimes special ones do arise, however, the following should be a guide as to who to contact
when certain situations arise, that will help your judgment.
General ARTCC comments/complaints: Email management@zseartcc.org
Membership related questions/concerns/inquiries: Email the current DATM directly
Disciplinary matters: Email the current ATM and CC the current DATM.
Training related complaints/concerns/suggestions: Email the current TA directly
General training related inquiries: Email training@zseartcc.org
Website related questions/issues: Email the current Webmaster directly
All event related inquiries: Email events@zseartcc.org
Although Seattle ARTCC believes in and enforces an open door policy for all staff members,
there is a set communication structure in place to ensure that the proper individuals receive
communications about certain issues in a timely manner so the matter can be addressed. If at
any time you feel uncomfortable going to a specific staff member for any reason, you may feel
free to utilize the open door policy. However, whenever possible, please follow the guide
outlined above to ensure a timely and efficient flow of communication so matters can be
handled as quickly as possible.
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2.2 – Chain of Command/Chain of Communication
The following is the chain of command, which also serves as the chain of communication:
Air Traffic
Manager

Deputy Air
Traffic Manager

Events
Coordinator

Deputy Events
Coordinator

Webmaster

Training
Administrator

Facilities
Manager

Deputy Training
Administrator

Instructors

Mentors

2.3 - Email Communications
The primary form of communication, and only form of communication for official matters, for the
Seattle ARTCC is via email. For this reason, controllers are expected to maintain a current
email address at all times, and check that email on a regular basis.
Email communications may come as mass emails sent to the entire ARTCC, or a certain group,
from management, or from users to staff via one of two methods:
1. Directly to a staff member’s personal email address as listed on the staff page of the
website (i.e. joe@zseartcc.org)
2. To one of the following shared mailboxes that will automatically forward to the specified
staff members
management@zseartcc.org - Forwards to ATM, DATM and TA
feedback@zseartcc.org – Forwards to ATM, DATM and TA
training@zseartcc.org - Forwards to all training staff members
events@zseartcc.org: Forwards to ATM, DATM, EC and DEC if applicable
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2.4 - Text Message Alerts
The Seattle ARTCC recently began offering its members a new form of receiving notifications
about important happenings around the ARTCC. Because text messages are not an official form
of communication and enrollment is optional, information made available via text message will
also be made available via other official means, most often via email. The text message alerts
system was intended as an enhancement to provide a more accessible means of receiving the
most important information, and should not be used as a primary form of communication, as not
all information is sent out via text message.
Members wishing to receive text message alerts about the Seattle ARTCC should text
@zseartcc to 81010. Regular message rates apply as applicable to your plan.
2.5 - Website based News/NOTAM’s/Forums
The Seattle ARTCC utilizes 3 communication systems within its website. These are not primary
means of communication, but can be used to convey information to members.

News:
The recent news section is located on the homepage, just below the scrolling banners. News
items can include new members, promotions of members, announcements and general info that
may or may not be of enough importance to warrant an email.
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NOTAM’s:
A NOTAM, or Notice To AirMen, is an important piece of information of slightly higher priority
that our members need to know about. You should check on this section regularly. A NOTAM
could include operational changes, updates to policy, changes in everyday ZSE operations or
anything else that we really want you to know about.

Web Based Forums:
The Seattle ARTCC, like any other ARTCC, operates a web based forum on its website. The
forums can be accessed via the main menu. Check the forums regularly for updates on what's
happening at ZSE, or to get in on the discussion about what is coming.
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2.6 - Teamspeak 3
The Seattle ARTCC utilizes Teamspeak 3 for the purposes of controller coordination while
online, training purposes, and ARTCC meetings or other official business. Currently, some
public channels exist to allow some socializing between our members, however, this can be
changed at management's discretion should it be abused, and for that reason controllers should
be careful to follow any and all rules and guidelines for its use.
Members are reminded that the official Seattle ARTCC Teamspeak 3 server, as described
below, is restricted to current and active ARTCC members only, or other persons as
approved by the ATM/DATM. Members should not give out TS3 server information to
anyone outside of the ARTCC.
Now that all the serious and formal warnings are out of the way, we’ll go ahead and point out
that other than our pilots, the Teamspeak is probably the best and most fun part of Seattle. Our
members use it as a place to escape the real world for a bit, relax and get to know other
members. Friendships are formed in the Teamspeak. All the cool people hang out in the
Teamspeak. Teamspeak is where the fun happens. But it’s also where we conduct official
business, so treat it appropriately and professionally.
The TS3 server operates under the same policies for personal conduct as the ARTCC, which
means it operates under the VATSIM Code of Conduct like anything else. Therefore, if it is not
allowed on the VATSIM network, then it is not allowed on the TS3 server.
Here’s a simple rule of thumb for the wise: If it wouldn’t be okay in your mom’s house, it’s
probably not okay in the TS3 server. Follow that rule and you’ll be golden.
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2.6.1 - Using TS3
Let’s talk about how to use the server. If you haven't already, download the TS3 client here.
Once you have installed the client, you’ll need to
create a bookmark for our server to allow you to
connect and reconnect with ease. It’s not hard.
First, click the Bookmarks tab at the top and click
“Manage Bookmarks”. Alternately, you can use the
shortcut CTRL+B.

Next, click the “Add Bookmark” button at the top and
fill out the information. The Label can be anything
you want it to be. In the nickname field, add your first
and last name as it appears on our roster.
Address: ts.zseartcc.org
Password: seattle2015
Click “Apply” and then “Ok”.
To connect to the server, click on the Bookmarks tab
again, and then click on our server.
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2.6.2 - Server Groups and Channels
When you connect to the ZSE TS3 server, you’ll notice a variety of channels you can join. The
first time you connect, you will be restricted to the first channel, known as the Mudroom. Once
you are assigned permissions, known as server groups, you will be able to move between
channels by double clicking them. Server groups are designated by small icons to the right of a
user’s name.
Server groups are basically groups of permissions that can be assigned to individual members
to dictate what administrative permissions they have on the server. Different server groups
serve different purposes, and allow users to do different things and move into different
channels, but here is a basic rundown of the ones we have:
Staff Members: Staff members are designated by their own server groups based on the
position or title that they hold, indicated by a circular server group icon by their name. Staff
members are the only users, aside from mentors and instructors, who may grant user
permissions. When you first connect, simply PM any one of these members (double click their
name) and request server permissions.
Training Staff: Training staff are any one of our Instructors or Mentors, and are designated by a
red box containing either an M (mentor) or I1 (Instructor). These members are authorized to
provide users with training, and can be contacted to answer training related inquiries.
Home Controllers: Controllers who are home members of ZSE (not visiting from another
ARTCC) are given a server group matching their VATSIM Controller Rating. These server
groups are simple boxes, and a designator for their rating:
● Gray Box: Observer, the lowest controller rating and assigned to our new members.
● Yellow Box: Given to student controllers, and contains a designator showing if the
member is an S1, S2 or S3 student
● Green Box: Given to fully certified controllers, and contains a designator showing if the
member is a C1 or C3.
● Purple Box: Given only to VATSIM Network Supervisors.
Visiting Controllers: Visiting controllers are distinguished in the teamspeak the same way as
home controllers, except an additional server group (blue circle with V designator) is given to
visiting controllers.
As stated above, different server groups contain different permissions. We won’t go into the
administrative permissions as that is discussed with staff members when they receive said
permissions, but we will point out that your server group designates which channels you may
freely move into. Here’s a basic overview of our channels and who may enter them, from top to
bottom:
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Public Channels: Anyone may enter
● Mudroom: All users connect to this channel by default; new members are restricted to
this channel until they receive permissions.
● Lobby: Public room where members are free to chat and socialize.
● Off Topic: Room for users who wish to have discussions which differs from the one
happening in the lobby, or who wish to have a non-aviation or VATSIM related
conversation.
● Flying: Reserved for members flying on the network.
● ON DUTY Supervisors: Reserved for on duty (online) VATSIM Supervisors
● Away: Reserved for members currently AFK. All AFK members should move to the
away channel prior to stepping away.
Controlling Lounges: Anyone may enter; however, controlling rooms should be reserved for
active online controllers only.
Training Center: Channels for training purposes only. Anyone may enter, subject to specific
rules, only for the purposes of an active training session.
● Training Material: Room created for storage of training related files and material in the
channel’s file browser. The file browser is accessible by right clicking on the channel.
Anyone may download files, only staff may upload.
● Classrooms: Classrooms are used during training sessions between an INS/MTR and
student. Classrooms are currently open to the public during training sessions; however,
anyone other than the INS/MTR and his student must remain silent during the session.
Anyone found to be disruptive during a session may be asked to leave by the INS/MTR
at his discretion. The open door classroom policy, if abused, may be cancelled or
changed by management at any time, so it is important that we respect the training
sessions of others.
● OTS Room: This room is for students currently taking an OTS examination, his INS, and
nobody else. This room may only be entered by the persons for whom it is intended, and
only for the duration of the OTS examination.
Meeting Rooms: Rooms intended for official ARTCC related meetings.
● Meeting Room: Used for general ARTCC meetings and meetings intended to be open
to public attendance. Anyone may enter the meeting room so long as there is currently a
meeting in session.
● Executive Meeting Room: Room used for ARTCC staff meetings that are not open to
public attendance. Only staff members participating in a meeting may enter the
executive meeting room.
● Facilities Advisory Board (FAB): The Facilities Advisory Board (FAB) is a board made
up of both staff members, and regular ARTCC members chosen by election, who
propose, discuss, and vote on major policy changes and updates to LOA agreements
between ZSE and neighboring ARTCC’s. The FAB room may only be used by FAB
members while conducting official FAB meetings.
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Staff Offices: Staff offices are accessible only to their respective staff members. This allows
staff members a quiet place to work on ARTCC related business while still being accessible to
members in the TS3 server. The Seattle ARTCC maintains an open door policy when it comes
to our staff, meaning all staff members are available at all times to any member, for any reason.
If you wish to speak with a staff member currently in his office, simply private message them
(double click their name) or poke them (right click their name, select “poke”), and they will get
back with you promptly. Under no circumstances should a user enter a staff office without
permission.
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3. Training
The Seattle ARTCC, like any other ARTCC, operates its own in house training program for new
and incoming student controllers, which complies with all VATSIM and VATUSA training
guidelines. The following is what you as a new member need to know about our training
policies, and how to get started on your training.
3.1 - Ratings System and the VATSIM GRP
The Seattle ARTCC operates under the VATSIM Global Ratings Policy 2.0 (GRP 2.0). The
VATSIM GRP is a policy outlining the restrictions placed on certain controller ratings pertaining
to which positions may be controlled by users, depending on their rating. The VATSIM GRP can
be viewed in its entirety here.
Under the VATSIM GRP, the following is an outline of which position types may be controlled by
certain ratings, with the exception to temporary solo endorsements, as outlined in 3.6 below.
●
●
●
●

Student 1 (S1): May control minor or major (with endorsement) clearance delivery
(DEL) and ground (GND) positions.
Student 2 (S2): May control minor or major (with endorsement) tower (TWR) positions
Student 3 (S3): May control minor or major (with endorsement) approach (APP) and
departure (DEP) positions.
Controller 1 (C1): May control Center (CTR) positions.

The Controller 3 (C3) rating is no longer used on the VATSIM network, but some users who
earned it before it was decommissioned may be found with this rating, and for GRP purposes,
have the same permissions as a C1 controller.
The Instructor 1 (I1) rating is reserved for Seattle ARTCC Instructors and the Instructor 3 (I3)
rating is reserved for the Seattle ARTCC Training Administrator. These ratings both carry the
same permissions as the C1 rating for position staffing purposes.
3.2 - Training for Home Controllers
Training for home controllers (that is, controllers whose home ARTCC is ZSE) has the highest
priority for training (above visiting controllers). Home controllers who begin at the OBS level will
complete initial OBS training, and then proceed through the S1-C1 ratings. Transferring
controllers coming into ZSE with ratings higher than OBS will be given minor position
endorsements for whatever positions they are permitted to work under the VATSIM GRP in
accordance with their rating, complete any needed major position endorsements (see section
3.7 below), and then proceed with training as a regular student.
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Student controller training consists of a combination of the following:
●
●
●
●
●

One on one classroom type lecture sessions
Simulated (Sweatbox) training
Live network training
Written Examinations
Over-The-Shoulder (OTS) examinations

Classroom Training: Classroom training is conducted one on one with a student and
INS/MTR, and is the first step towards training for any new rating. Classroom sessions are
conducted in specified channels on the TS3 server and cover all book knowledge for the
positions that the student will be able to control under their new rating. On average, and
depending on the rating, students need an average of 3-6 classroom sessions before
proceeding with practical training.
Simulated (Sweatbox) Training: Training conducted on the VATSIM Sweatbox server using
simulated traffic, controlled by the INS/MTR. In Sweatbox sessions, TS3 is used for voice
communications, and the INS/MTR (or his designee) will act as the voice of the pilots. This
allows a student time to apply procedures and phraseology they have learned before controlling
live traffic on the network.
Live Network Training: Training conducted on the live VATSIM network. During live sessions,
students will log onto a position using the _S_ designator in the middle of their callsign, and will
be monitored by an INS/MTR operating under a _I_ or _M_ designator, respectively. During or
after the session, the INS/MTR will provide guidance and feedback to the controller to sharpen
their skills prior to taking an examination. During live or sweatbox sessions, an INS/MTR may
issue an OTS Recommendation to the student’s training records. Two OTS recommendations
from at least two separate INS/MTS (minimum 1 INS) is required before a student may proceed
with written and OTS examinations.
Written Examinations: Mandatory written examinations conducted by the VATSIM network via
the VATUSA Exam Center. Students will be assigned rating examinations by an INS after
receiving 2 OTS recommendations. Exams are timed (60 minutes/exam), closed book, and
must be passed with an 80% or higher to proceed.
OTS Examinations: Over-The-Shoulder examinations are conducted on the live network and
may be requested after a student has received 2 OTS recommendations and has passed the
written examination associated with their rating. OTS examinations are conducted like live
sessions, except the INS will save all feedback and interaction with the student until after the
exam is completed, and will evaluate the student's performance on the network. Upon
successful completion of an OTS examination, a student will be issued their new rating and any
new position type endorsements.
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3.2.1 - Training for Returning Controllers
Returning controllers who return to ZSE within 6 months will not lose any position type
endorsements and may resume controlling/training as if they had never left. Returning
controllers after 6 months must retake the Seattle SOP Examination on VATUSA, and will then
have minor position types granted like a visiting/transfer controller, and may resume normal
training.
3.2.2 - Initial OBS Training
Initial OBS students will take and pass the Seattle SOP Examination on VATUSA and will then
have their training authorized on the website and will be allowed to submit training requests.
OBS students will then be treated like normal students until they receive their S1 rating.
Due to their inability to control any positions under an OBS rating, OBS rated controllers are
offered a temporary exception to the activity policy, so long as management can see that the
controller has made an active attempt to request and conduct training. For further details, refer
to APS_001 - Controller Policy.
3.3 - Training for Visiting Controllers
Visiting controllers are treated the same as regular transfer controllers, with the exception that
training for new ratings must be conducted at their home ARTCC. ZSE will only offer training to
visiting controllers for the purposes of major endorsement checkouts.
3.4 - Using the Scheduler
The Seattle ARTCC Scheduler, found here, is the system used to create and track training
sessions within the ARTCC. The scheduler also acts as a way for INS/MTR’s to show their
availability for training (optional), or for controllers to reserve a position to control during a
certain period of time. It can also be found by clicking Controller>My Schedule on the main
menu of the website after logging in.
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To create a training session request, follow these steps:

1. Under Reservation Details, set the reservation type to “Request Training”
2. Set the Position Group to the type of control position you want to train for (new OBS
users should select Clearance Delivery for their first session)
3. Select the position you want to train on (unless otherwise stated, training is done at
PDX. New OBS users should select PDX_DEL for their first session.)
4. Add any comments about your session (i.e. “First Session”, “OTS Rec”, “Major
Checkout”, etc)

5. Set the date for your requested session
6. Set the start time for your requested session (website uses your local time)
7. Set the end time for your session
8. Add any comments (i.e. “Times Flexible, date can change, etc)
9. Click “Submit”
Once you have submitted a training session request, you can view it on the Master Schedule by
clicking General>Master Schedule on the website menu. Training sessions will appear as yellow
blocks until accepted. When accepted by an INS/MTR, a session request will turn green and an
email will be sent to the requesting user.
You may view the details of any request by hovering over it on the master schedule.
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3.5 - Examinations
ZSE utilizes two official VATSIM examination methods:
1. Written Examinations, conducted via the VATUSA Exam Center. The following
examinations are currently required for training purposes:
a. SOP Examination - Completed by all members upon joining, and returning
members after 6 or more months of inactivity, before training may be authorized.
b. Rating Examinations: Completed for the S1, S2, S3 and C1 ratings.
2. Over-The-Shoulder Examinations - Live Network practical examinations conducted for a
student by a Seattle ARTCC Instructor (I1 or I3 ratings). OTS examinations are required
for the S1, S2, S3 and C1 ratings.
Unless otherwise stated, all examinations have a passing score of 80% or higher.
3.6 - Solo Endorsements
In the course of his/her training, a student may be issued a solo endorsement if they
demonstrate enough competency to an INS/MTR to be able to control solo on a position for
which they are not yet rated, without supervision. Currently, solo endorsements may only be
granted for TWR and APP positions at minor airports (specifically, Portland Intl (KPDX)). Solo
endorsements allow a controller to control a position unsupervised for the duration of the
endorsement period, indicated on the controllers profile and the ZSE roster. Solo endorsements
may be issued by an INS/MTR for up to 30 calendar days, and a student may not receive any
more than 3 solo endorsements prior to completing an OTS examination. Should a controller
have an encounter with a VATSIM Supervisor, ZSE or VATUSA staff member for being on a
position, the controller should point that individual to the ZSE roster. If the problem persists,
members are strongly encouraged to direct the complainant to ARTCC management via the
management@zseartcc.org email address.
3.7 - Major Endorsements
Under VATSIM GRP 2.0, local management of an ARTCC/FIR, may designate certain airports
or positions as “major”, and require a controller to undergo additional training/evaluation prior to
controlling those positions. Currently, ZSE operates one major airport: Seattle Tacoma
International (KSEA). The following positions require a major endorsement:
●
●
●
●
●

SEA_DEL
SEA_GND
SEA_TWR
SEA_APP, or any sector therein
SEA_DEP, or any sector therein
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●

SEA_CTR (requires SEA_APP major endorsement as CTR covers all KSEA positions
when not manned by another controller)

Members may pursue major endorsements on positions only after receiving a new rating and
minor endorsement types for the same position and after controlling a total of 10 hours on a
minor position of the same type. Major endorsements require a checkout conducted on the live
network by an INS/MTR, and additional training on local KSEA procedures.

The following are requirements before a member may pursue a major endorsement for:
●
●
●

SEA_DEL/SEA_GND: S1 rating, and 10 or more hours on a minor DEL/GND position.
SEA_TWR: S2 rating, and 10 or more hours on a minor TWR position.
SEA_APP/SEA_DEP: S3 rating, and 10 or more hours on a minor APP position.
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